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The genetic code as a Golden mean determined system
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Abstract

For the first time it is shown that the genetic code, as a binary code, is determined by Golden mean through the
unity of the binary-code tree and the Farey tree, corresponding to the Watson–Crick table and Gray code model of
the genetic code at the same time. On the other hand, the Golden mean relations also correspond with the
essentiality–nonessentiality of protein amino acids, as well as with their splitting into two classes handled by two
classes of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Swanson (1984) has shown that ‘the genetic
code is almost an example of a Gray code… an
example of minimum change binary code’, which
‘gives Gray code binary symbols for the numbers
0–63’. If so, then the genetic code can be repre-
sented in the form of a binary-code tree, accord-
ing to the natural numbers sequence 0–63 (Fig.
1).

In the original interpretation (Swanson, 1984),
within the cited binary code two categorisations

must exist: (1) after the molecules type (for a
pyrimidine bit 0 and for a purine bit 1); and (2)
after the number of hydrogen bonds (U and A
with two bonds—bit 0 and C and G with three
bonds—bit 1).

The binary-code tree in Fig. l corresponds per
se with the Gray code model of the genetic code
(Fig. 1 in Swanson, 1984 p. 188) and with the
Watson–Crick table at the same time. In both the
Watson–Crick’s table and the binary-code tree
the eight codon classes are self-evident: from the
starting (zeroth) class YUN, through YCN,
RUN,RCN,YAN,YGN,RAN classes to the last
class RGN. [One-letter abbreviations: Y, pYrim-
idine; R puRine; and N, aNy.]

* Present address: Treći bulevar 118/25, 11070 Belgrade,
Yugoslavia.
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Fig. 2. The Farey binary-code tree as a representation of rational numbers relationships within the interval (0, 1). The full lines: the
routes of the greater fractions of the rational numbers, i.e. of the faster changes (for example: the faster routes into deterministic
chaos). The dotted lines: the routes of the smaller fractions of the rational numbers, i.e. of the slower changes. The double full line:
the route with the greatest rational numbers (greatest or fastest changes) whose numerators and denominators are given by the
Fibonacci numbers sequence—the ‘Golden route’. Notice that ‘each rational number between 0 and 1 occur exactly once somewhere
in the infinite Farey tree’ (Schroeder, 1991 p. 336). [The figure is made after: Belić (1990), Schroeder (1991).]

2. Binary-code tree as a Farey tree

Thc binary-code tree presented in Fig. l corre-
sponds to ipso facto with the Farey tree (Fig. 2)
which represents the rational numbers relation-
ships within the interval (0/1, 1/1): all positions
within the binary-code tree correspond to all frac-
tion locations within the Farey tree—each to
each. [Schroeder (1991) p. 336: ‘A much more
regular order is infused into the rational numbers
by Farey trees, in which the number of fractions
added with each generation is simply a power of
2… The location of each fraction within the tree
can be specified by a binary address, in which 0
stands for moving to the left in going from level n
to level n+1 and 1 stands to moving to the
right’.] Based on the above and knowing that the
Farey tree is a Golden mean determined system, it

makes sense, as a working hypothesis, that the
same principle must be valid for the genetic code
binary tree. In this paper we will give the proofs
for this hypothesis.

The essential characteristic of the Farey tree is
namely the Golden mean route (the double zigzag
line on the right in Fig. 2) which contains the
fractions whose numerators and denominators are
given by the Fibonacci numbers Fn defined by
Fn=Fn−1+Fn−2. On the nth zig or zag, starting
at 1/1 one can reach the fractions Fn−1/Fn−2,
which converge on the Golden mean F=
1.6180339…, and 1/F=f=0.6180339… Within
the Golden mean route occur the maximal possi-
ble changes through the binary symmetry. For
example, when one reached the level n=3, where
appear the eighths, then maximal number of
eighths occurs just on the Golden mean route in a
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Table 1
Division-distinctions of amino acids on the binary-code tree presented in Fig. 1

2 19 0
ff f f

L S P T A V M I R W * C Y  H Q N K D E1 SF R G
2 R W * C Y  H Q
3 R W * C
4 — W * C
5 — W * —
6 — W * —

On the left are pyrimidine-coding and on the right purine-coding amino acids. Bold positions: amino acids in Golden mean power
positions on the binary-code tree (Fig. 1 and Table 2). Asterisks: ‘stop’ codon UGA. Quadrangles: ‘stop’ codons UAA and UAG.
(For details see the text.)

form of 5/8 (5/8 is more than 3/8; or along the
whole double line: 2/3 is more than 1/3; 3/5 is
more than 2/5; 5/8 is more than 3/8; 8/13 is more
than 5/13; 13/21 is more than 8/21, etc.). In the
corresponding binary address (the double zigzag
line on the right in Fig. 1) the said binary symme-
try is directly visible (101010). [Note: from the
physics of the deterministic chaos it is known that
the Golden mean route within the Farey tree
represents the fastest route to chaos; Schroeder
(1991), Belić (1990).]

3. The step by step changes

Table 1 contains the proofs that the zigzag
route 0101010… on the binary-code tree, corre-
sponding to the Golden mean zigzag route on the
Farey tree, represents a fastest route in the step by
step changes. So, with first step (first zig on the
double zigzag line) occurs the division-distinction
into two branches, i.e. two classes of codons and
corresponding amino acids (first level in Table 1).
On the left are pyrimidine and on the right
purine-coding amino acids.

By the second step we have a realization of
amino acids given within the second level in Table
1 with two logics. First logic: the non-sulphur
amino acids on the second level (R, W, Y, H, Q),
all with negative values of hydropathy index
(Kyte and Doolittle, 1982), as specific derivatives,
are more complex than the corresponding preced-
ing source amino acid molecules on the first level
(K, F, N), all but one (this one is F) also with

negative values of hydropathy index (arginine (R)
with the guanidine group is more complex than
lysine (K) with amino group; aromatic amino
acids—tyrosine (Y) with hydroxyl group and
tryptophan (W) with two rings—are more com-
plex than phenylalanine (F) without hydroxyl
group and with one ring only; aromatic amino
acid histidine (H) with a hetero atom within the
ring, is more complex than phenylalanine (F)
which does not possess a hetero atom within the
ring; finally, glutamine (Q) with two CH2 groups
is more complex than asparagine (N) which pos-
sesses only one CH2 group).The second logic: the
sulphur amino acids on the second level (only C),
all with positive values of hydropathy index, as
specific source amino acid molecules (with SH
functional group), are less complex than the cor-
responding derivative amino acids (with S�CH3

functional group) on the first level (only M), all
also with positive values of hydropathy index.
[Note: the logic ‘to be all or all but one’, as a
specific manner of expression of minimum change
principle, is also valid for codon–amino acid–en-
zyme connection; Wetzel (1995) p. 545): ‘For ex-
ample, all XCX codons code for amino acids
handled by class II synthetases, and all but one of
the XUX codons code for amino acids handled by
class I synthetases’; see also Survey 4 and last
paragraph in Section 5 of this paper.]

Bearing in mind that essentiality–nonessential-
ity of ammo acids strictly corresponds to com-
plexity of their structures, a noteworthy logic is
directly visible in Table 1 (on the second level):
the realization of tryptophan (W) as the most
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complex molecule within the essential amino
acids; still, the realization of glutamine (Q) as the
most complex molecule of the non-essential
amino acids; and finally, the realization of all four
semiessential amino acids (R, C, Y, H). [About
the division-distinctions within the sets of essen-
tial–semiessential–nonessential amino acids see in
our previous paper (Rakoc' ević and Jokić, 1996).]

The third level in Table 1 shows that R, W, C
(with the functions: guanidine group; two aro-
matic rings; sulphur atom) are more complex than
Q, Y, H (with the functions: amide group; one
aromatic ring; nitrogen atom). The fourth level
contains W and C (two aromatic rings and sul-
phur atom, respectively), the fifth only W together
with one ‘stop’ codon; and, finally, the sixth level
contains tryptophan (W), as the most complex
amino acid, distanced from the UGA ‘stop’ codon
as the most complex of all three ‘stop’ codons
(UGA versus UAA and UAG).

The corresponding codon division-distinctions
through six steps on the double zigzag line in Fig.
1 are shown in Survey 1. As we can see the order
of the choices is the same as within the original
Gray code corresponding codon ring [cf. the order
of the choices within codon ring in Fig. 1 in
Swanson 1984 p. 188 (1. ‘the middle base posi-
tion’; 2. ‘the first-base position’; 3. ‘the middle’; 4.
‘the first position’; 5. ‘the wobble base’; and 6.
‘the wobble base’) with last column in Survey 1
(Scheme 1) (1. second base; 2. first base; 3. second
base; 4. first base; 5. third base; and 6. third
base)].

4. The Golden mean determined amino acids

The comparison between Tables 1 and 2 shows
that the presented division-distinctions directed by
the Golden mean route, as a vertical zigzag line
on the binary-code tree, strictly corresponds to
the division-distinctions realized through the
Golden mean (and its portions) on the number
sequence 0–63 (at the same binary-code tree) as a
horizontal linear line. To see this regularity one
must read four and four codon classes, i.e. codon
octets (and their corresponding amino acids), each
class as a whole, on the left and right branch of

the binary-code tree (Fig. 1) according to a cyclic
Gray code [cyclic code, because the contact last
octet–first octet and because the contact 0–1 or
1–0 in all cases; Gray code because the ‘reading’,
i.e. arrangement-ordering (regarding from the left
to the right and from the right to the left) must be
in accordance with minimum change principle,
which means that any change must be minimum
possible change—only for one bit, within a three-
bit/three-dimensional space] 000 FL, 001 SP, 011
TA, 010 VMI, and 111 SRG, 110 EDKN, 100
QHY, 101 CWR, as it is shown in Solutions 1 and
2:

First of all what we can see from Solutions 1
and 2 is the fact that two solutions through two
possibilities for the contact last octet–first octet:

(1)

(2)

Scheme 1. Survey 1. Pyrimidine–purine separations on the
binary-code tree presented in Fig. 1.
Bold (zigzag) positions correspond with the division-distinc-
tions realized through double zigzag line on the binary-code
tree. Py–Pu: pyrimidine–purine base. In the first row the
separations follow the distinctions after second codon base; in
second row after first base, etc.
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Table 2
The amino acids in Golden mean power positions within the sequence 0–63 on the binary-code tree in Fig. 1

f2 f3 f4 f5f0 f6f1 f7 f8 f9

T P S LQ LG L L–F F
39–3863 25–24 15–14 10–09 06–05 04–03 03–02 02–01 01–00

24.06 14.87 9.19 5.68 3.5138.94 2.1763 1.34 0.83

First row: Golden mean powers within first ‘cycle’ in module 9. Second row: amino acids in the positions marked in third row, taken
from the binary-code tree in Fig. 1. Fourth row: the values of the Golden mean powers within the interval 0–63. (For details see
the text.)

the contact through starting codon of the last
octet (codon octet coding for S, R and G amino
acids) and through ending codon (ending within
codon octet coding for G, R and S) really must
exist. Secondly, we can see from Solutions 1 and 2
a zigzag arrangement-ordering: the left branch
from the binary-code tree is presented in a linear
ordering, and the right branch in a zigzag order-
ing in relation to the left branch; such an arrange-
ment-ordering from which follows a strict
separation into ‘golden’ (bold) and ‘non-golden’
amino acids. By this, S in both Solutions (in a
three-dimensional representation) must be within
the ‘golden’ amino acid space, whereas the G ones
must be (f0 as an element of the Golden mean
system f0, f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8, f9 pre-
sented in Table 2) and the ones not (because
f0=1). [The question of which amino acid
classes will be ‘above’ and which ‘below’ in Solu-
tions 1 and 2 has not separate meanings, but
molecule number within the classes has a separate
meaning. Namely, within first two and second two
classes on the line, within two and two classes
‘above–below’ on the zigzag positions, there are
4, 5, 6, 7 amino acid molecules, respectively,
which means the realization of the minimum
change principle and continuity principle at the
same time; cf. with the continuity of 4, 5, 6, 7
amino acid molecules within a codon–amino
acid–enzyme connection, Table 1 in Rakoc' ević
(1997b).]

The possible physical and chemical sense for
the division-distinctions realized by the horizontal
line is as follows. From the aspect of their struc-
tures the ‘golden’ amino acids G–F, L, S, P, T–Q
(all amino acids in Table 2; amino acids in bold
positions in Table 1 and Solutions 1 and 2) are

extremes: two (Q in f1 and T in f2), from the
aspect of their properties, are in maxima and the
other five in minima. So, glutamine (Q) and as-
paragine (N) are the only two amino acids, which
possess two different heteroatoms each, within the
side chain (oxygen and nitrogen). Because glu-
tamine is more complex than asparagine (one
CH2 group more), it follows that glutamine (Q),
from the aspect of possession of one or more
heteroatoms, is the most complex within all 20
protein amino acids. On the other hand, within 16
amino acids of alanine stereochemical type, only
threonine (T) possesses a more complex ‘screen’
between the ‘head’ and the side chain: —
HC(CH3)—R, instead only —CH2—R, valid for
all other 15 amino acids. [About four stereochem-
ical types of protein amino acids see in Popov
(1989), Rakoc' ević and Jokić (1996).]

For all other five ‘golden’ amino acids the
minima are as follows. Proline is the simplest
cyclic amino (imino) acid; serine is the simplest
noncyclic amino acid which possesses the hetero
atom within the side chain; phenylalanine is the
simplest aromatic amino acid; leucine is the sim-
plest six-codon amino acid (only pyrimidine-cod-
ing and without hetero atom); finally, glycine as a
separate case (f0) is the amino acid with the
simplest possible amino acid chain.

5. Atom number balances

The above presented regularities are followed
by strict atom number balances and proportional-
ities. To demonstrate this, protein amino acids
must be arranged as a doublet–triplet (DT) sys-
tem with 12 horizoptally arranged doublets (pairs)
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and eight vertically arranged triplets (Survey 1 in
Rakoc' ević and Jokić, 1996). The DT system con-
tains two sub-systems: the SubS1 and SubS2 (Sur-
vey 1.1 and Survey 1.2, respectively, in Rakoc' ević
and Jokić, 1996); the first represents the alanine
stereochemical type with 16 amino acids, and the
second represents the other three non-alanine
stereochemical types with 1+1+2 amino acids
(glycine, proline and valine–isoleucine,
respectively).

Knowing this, we can find seven complements
for seven ‘golden’ amino acids in form of seven
pairs within SubS1 and SubS2, through a hori-
zontal or vertical ‘reading’ (G–V, Q–N, T–M,
P–I, S–C, L–A, F–Y). The rest of three amino
acid pairs (D–E, K–R, H–W) are the non-com-
plements. And now, two manner of arrangement-
ordering for ‘golden’ amino acids and their
complements are possible. First manner with two
variants: (1) after the positions within Table 2
[Survey 2.1 (Scheme 2)], and (2) after the posi-
tions within the cyclic Gray code as in Solution 1
[Survey 2.2 (Scheme 3)]. Second manner: after the
positions within the DT system [Survey 3 (Scheme

Scheme 3. Survey 2.2. Atom number balance directed by Golden
mean route on the binary-code tree (II).

All is the same as in Survey 2.1 except one change: the
sequence Q–F exists here in a vice versa position according to
the Solution 1 (see the text). On the first zigzag (full) line there
are 102−2 whereas on the second (dotted) line 102+2 atoms.
Arithmetic mean for both: 10292.

4)]. [Normally, for the non-complements only one
arrangement-ordering is possible—after the DT
system.] Within the first manner, first variant
(Survey 2.1.), the atom number balance is realized
through two zigzag lines in the form 1–1/2–2
with arithmetic mean 10291; within the first
manner, second variant (Survey 2.2.) the zigzag
lines are the same, but the arithmetic mean is
different: 10292. Within the second manner
(Survey 3) the balance also goes through two
zigzag lines, but in form 1–2/2–1 and with arith-
metic mean 10290.

Based on the presented changes for 90, 91,
92 we can conclude that the minimum change
principle (Swanson, 1984; Rakoc' ević, 1997a,b) is
also valid for the systems represented in Surveys 2
and 3.

One must notice that still one ‘hidden’ balance
exists within these two (or three?) singlet–doublet
(SD) systems. Namely, within seven ‘golden’
amino acids (side chains) there are 60 atoms;
within their seven complements there are [60+
(1×6)] and within six non-complements there are
{[60+ (1×6)]+ (2×6)} of atoms. [Notice that
the differences are 1×6, 2×6 and 3×6 which

Scheme 2. Survey 2.1. Atom number balance directed by Golden
mean route on the binary-code tree (I).

First seven amino acids on the left are ‘golden’ amino acids;
arrangement-ordering follows from the ordering given in Table
2. On the right are their complements; below are three amino
acid pairs as non-complements. On the first zigzag (full) line
there are 102−1 whereas on the second (dotted) line 102+1
atoms. Arithmetic mean for both: 10291.
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means realization of minimum change principle
and continuity principle at the same time.]

Starting from the system in Survey 3, bearing in
mind amino acid positions within the DT system,
and respecting still three new principles, we can
obtain, through a rearrangement, a new doublet–
doublet–triplet (DDT) system [Survey 4 (Scheme
5)]. The three principles are: (1) the complement
pairs which follow from vertical ‘reading’ (in
SubS1 and SubS2) must be above in new system
(Survey 4), and those which follow from horizon-
tal ‘reading’—below; (2) after the realization of
the first principle, the other amino acids must
respect their positions within the DT system; (3)
on the left must be smaller amino acids within the
pairs, and on the right the larger.

As we can see, there is an atom number balance
within the DDT system in Survey 4, also. As in
the system in Survey 2.1: 10291; but in Survey
2.1. on the first zigzag line (full) there is 102−1
and on the second (dotted) 102+1 of atoms; in
the Survey 4 there is a vice versa situation.

A second, much more significant regularity,
valid for the system in Survey 4 is as follows. All

Scheme 5. Survey 4. Atom number balance directed by two
classes of enzymes aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases.

This system follows from the systems given in Surveys 2–3 (see
the text). On the first (full) zigzag line there are 102+1
whereas on the second (dotted) line 102−1 atoms. Arithmetic
mean for both: 102+1. Class II handles the smaller amino
acids within the pairs (on the left), whereas the larger (on the
right) are handled by class I aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases.

Scheme 4. Survey 3. Atom number balance directed by the
doublet– triplet system of amino acids.

The arrangement-ordering of ‘golden’ and all other amino
acids follows from the doublet–triplet system, given in Survey
1 in Rakoc' ević and Jokić (1996). On the first (full) zigzag line
as well as on the second (dotted) line there are 102 atoms.
Arithmetic mean for both: 10290.

Amino acids on the left (the smaller) are handled
by class II of enzymes aminoacyl-tRNA syn-
thetases, whereas all amino acids on the right (the
larger) are handled by class I (Wetzel, 1995;
Rakoc' ević, 1997b).

6. Conclusion

The regularities, presented through five Sections
of this paper provide evidence to support the
working hypothesis, given in Section 2, that the
Golden mean is a key determinant and invariant
of the genetic code.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Golden Mean (GM) canon or ratios close to it 
are found in the linear proportions of masterpieces of 
architecture, human, animal and plant bodies. In last 
decades the canon is extended to the periodic system of 
chemical elements (see Luchinskiy and Trifonov, 1981; 
Rakočević, 1998a; Djukić and Rakočević, 2002) and to 
genetic code (Rakočević, 1998b), as well as to the 
different natural and artificial structures, especially to 
nanomaterial and nanotechnology (Koruga et al., 1993; 
Matija, 2004). As a noteworty fact, the GM is found in 
masterpieces of classic literature (Stakhov, 1989; 
Freitas, 1989; Rakočević, 2000; Rakočević, 2003).  

In the present day there are minimum two 
generalisations of GM. First, a “vertical” generalization 
with xn instead of x2 in the equation of GM [Equations 
(2) and (4) in the next Section] (Stakhov, 1989); second, 
a “horizontal” generalization with p > 1 and/or q > 1 
instead p = q = 1 [Equations (2) in the next Section] 
within a “family of mettalic means” (Spinadel, 1998; 
Spinadel, 1999).  
 

2. BASIC CONCEPTS 

 
The GM arose from the division of a unit segment 

line AB into two parts (Fig. 1b): first x and second 1 – x, 
such that 

xx
x 1

1
=

−
 .                               (1) 

On the other hand, one can say that GM follows from 
the following square equation 

02 =−± qpxx ,                          (2) 

where p = 1, q = 1, which solutions are: 

2
51

2,1
±−

=x ,   or  
2

51
2,1

±
=x .           (3) 

Stakhov (Stakhov, 1989) revealed a possible generalization 
of GM, from which it follows: 

1=+ xxn ,                               (4) 

where n = 1, 2, 3, ... .  
 
3. A NEW GENERALIZATION 
 

In this paper we reveal, however, a further 
generalization, such that in equation (2) p = 1 and 
q = m/2 ; thus, we consider the following equation: 

2
mxxn =+  ,                               (5) 

where n = 1, 2, 3, ... ; and m = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... .  

For n = 2 and m = 2, we have the well-known GM 
(Fig. 1b), and for other coresponding values – the 
generalized GM’s (Fig. 1a, c, d and Table 1). By this, the 
values of m correspond to the square roots of the odd 
positive integers (r = 1, 3, 5, 7, ...), through the generalized 
formula (3) as: 

2
1

2,1
rx ±−

= ,    or   
2

1
2,1

rx ±
= .           (6) 

In the following Fig. 1 we shall give the geometric and 
algebric interpretations for m = 1, 2, 3, 4. 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B 

B 

B 

B 

C 

C 

C 

C 

1/2 

2/2 

3/2 

4/2 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

GGM 3

GGM 5

GGM 7

GGM 9

Figure 1. Generalized GM by equation (5). 
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Table 1. The integer and non-integer solutions of Generalized GM 

N x1  x2  h m r   N X1  x2  h M r  

0. 02 + 12 = 1  0. 02 + 12 = 1 

 (0 + 1)2 = 1 

0 1  
  (0 + 1)2 = 1 

0 1  

1. 12 + 22 = 5  1. (x1)2 + (x2)2 = 2 

 (1 + 2)2 = 9 

4 9  
  (x 1 + x2)2 = 3 

1 3  

2. 22 + 32 = 13  2. (x1)2 + (x2)2 = 3 

 (2 + 3)2 = 25 

12 25  
  (x 1 + x2)2 = 5 

2 5  

3. 32 + 42 = 25  3. (x1)2 + (x2)2 = 4 

 (3 + 4)2 = 49 

24 49  
  (x 1 + x2)2 = 7 

3 7  

4. 42 + 52 = 41  4. 12 + 22 = 5 

 (4 + 5)2 = 81 

40 81  
  (1 + 2)2 = 9 

4 9  

5. 52 + 62 = 61  5. (x1)2 + (x2)2 = 6 

 (5 + 6)2 = 121 

60 121  
  (x 1 + x2)2 = 11 

5 11  

 (...)         (...)       

 

Consequently, it makes sense to speak about “GM 
per root” of 1, of 3, of 5, of 7, of 9, and so on, 
respectively. Also, it makes sense to see the GM as an 
example of “the symmetry in the simplest case” 
(Marcus, 1989), just in the case when n = 1, m = 2. 
(Notice that this case is equivalent with the case n = 2, 
m = 4 as it is evident from Fig. 1d). 
 
3.1. Integer and non-integer solutions 

 
In the following sheme we shall give the integer 

and non-integer solutions of Generalized GM. 

From Table 1 it is evident that the sum of absolute 
values of solutions x1 and x2 to equation (5) equals is 

r , which represents the first cathetus (first leg) of triangle, 
r −m−h. In such a triangle, m is the second cathetus 

and h the hypotenuse. All such triangles on the left side in 
Table 1 appear as Diophantus’ (Pythagorean) triangles 
(see Box 1), and on the right side their corresponding 
triangles. According to equations (2) and (6) there are 
four solutions, two positive and two negative, with two 
absolute values, as it is given in Table 1. Notice that 
r−m−h triplets on the right side in Table 1 correspond 
to the Fibonacci triplets in first three cases (with h as an 
ordinal number) (Mišić, 2004): 0−1−1, 1−2−3, 2−3−5 
through a growth for Fibonacci distance triplet 1−1−2. 
In the next (forth) step, with the same distance 1−1−2, 
the Lucas’ triplet 3−4−7 appears, which grows in all 
further steps just for one Fibonacci distance triplet 
1−1−2. Notice also the next relations: on the left side in 
Table 1 the left-h, as well as the left-m, grows for 4k 
units (k = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...) whereas on the right side the 
right-h and right-m grow just for one unit; the r on the 
left corresponds with r2 on the right; the left-Nth triangle 
appears in the right sequence through this “4k” 
regularity. (Remark 1: From the “4k” regularity we 

obtain the following triangles: 0th-0th, 1st-4th (1st on the 
left, and 4th on the right side in Table 1), 2nd-12th, 
3rd-24th, 4th-40th, etc., with the next solutions: 

])04(0[ 0=×+ , ])14(0[ 4=×+ , ])24(4[ 12=×+ , 
])34(12[ 24=×+ , ])44(24[ 40=×+ , etc.). 

In the following example we shall consider the 
cases n = 2 and m = 1, 2, 3.  

In the first case with n = 2 and m = 1, we have 
q = 0.5, the first case in Table 1 on the right (the first, 
not the zeroth) and in Fig. 1a, as the case of “GM” per 

3 with the two solutions given by equations (2) and (5): 

( ) ..0.3660254.2311 =+−=x  
and  

( ) ..1.3660254.-2312 =−−=x .  

The satisfactory solution is the positive solution x1. 
In the second case with n = 2 and m = 2, we have 

q = 1, the second case in Table 1 on the right and in Fig. 
1b, as the case of GM per 5  wth the two solutions:  

( ) ..0.6180339.2511 =+−=x   
and  

( ) ..1.6180339.-2512 =−−=x . 

In the third case with n = 2 and m = 3, we have 
q = 1.5, as the case of “GM” per 7 with the two solutions:  

( ) ..0.8228756.2711 =+−=x   
and  

( ) ..1.8228756.-2712 =−−=x , etc. 
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4. THE METALLIC MEANS FAMILY 

 
As it is known, it is very easy to find the members 

of “the metallic means family” (MMF) (Spinadel, 1999) 
as solutions of the equation (2) for various values of the 
parameters p and q. In fact, if p = q = 1, we have the 
GM. Analogously, for p = 2 and q = 1 we obtain the 
Silver mean; for p = 3 and q = 1, we get the Bronze 
mean. For p = 4; q = 1 we have the next metallic mean, 
etc. On the other hand, if p = 1 and q = 2, we obtain the 
Copper mean. If p = 1 and q = 3, we get the Nickel 
mean, and so on. Thus, we obtain all members of the 
MMF, which follow from square equation (2). However, 
by (2) and (5) we form the follow equation 

2
mpxx n =± ,                              (7) 

where n = 1, 2, 3, ... and p = 1, 2, 3, ... , then we have a 
generalization of MMF; furthermore, we have a 
unification of “vertical” and “horizontal” generalizations 
of GM. 

Observe that De Spinadel (1999) found “the integer 
metallic means”, for q = 2, 6, 12, 20, 30, ..., which 
solutions (x1, x2), given by equation (2), are positive 
integers: (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 6) ... (Spinadel, 
1999, Section 3: “Furthermore, it is very easy to verify 
that ... the integer metallic means, ]0,2[ , ]0,3[ , ]0,4[ , 
..., appear in quite a regular way”). From Table 1 it is 
evident that Spinadel’s “integer metallic means” are 
related to the Diophantus’ triangles (see Box 1), as well 
as to the square roots of positive integers which are 
squares of odd integers; thus, r = 1, 9, 25, 49, 81, 121, 
etc. On the other hand, the generalization, given by 
equation (5) is related to the square roots of all odd 
integers; thus, r = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, etc. 

 
 
5. THE EULER’S GENERALIZATION 
 

In the history of mathematics it was known a 
conflict between the famous atheist philosopher Diderot 
and the famous religious mathematician Euler. ... One 
day Euler stepped for Diderot and stated: "Sir, 

xnba n =+ /)( , hence God exists; reply!" (Eves, 1976). 
Diderot, as well as any one up to these days had no idea 
what Euler was talking about. We start here with the 
hypothesis (for further investigation) that Euler had the 
idea about “De divina proportione” of Luca Pacioli (1509) 
(see Box 2). However, after presented discussion in 
previous Sections of this paper we can supose that this 
Euler’s “divine equation” can be interpreted as the most 
possible generalization of GM for all cases discussed in 
this paper. Namely, in the case a = b, n = 2 and if and 
only if x = 1/2, we have, by equations (2) and (4) just 
the GM; moreover, GM stands then (accordingly to the 
principle “if one, then all”) the case of one more 
extended generalization: 11 =+ −nn xx  (Stakhov, 1989, 
Equation 25), and/or of 2/1 mpxx nn =+ − , but that is 
the subject of a separate work. 

 
 

Box 2. The first Luca Pacioli’s triangle  

 
This Luca Pacioli’s triangle appears as the first
triangle in the right side of Table 1. The right side of
Figure follows from original Pacioli’s picture, while
on the left side there is a Zloković’s mathematical
analysis (Zloković, 1955). 
 
6
 

f
t
m
P
b
(
i
t
o
 
A
 

D

Box 1. Diophantus’ triangles 
222 101 +=  
222 345 +=  

222 51213 +=  
222 72425 +=  
222 94041 +=  
222 116061 +=  

222 138485 +=  

Diophantus’ triangles are in fact the Pythagorean 
triangles with first cathetus “a” taken from the odd
natural number series (r = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, ...), second
cathetus “b” calculated through the “4k regularity”
presented in Remark 1, within Section 3.1, and 
hypotenuse “c”, where c = b+1. 
  Vol. 32, No 2, 2004  ▪  97 

. CONCLUSION 

As we can see from the discussion in the previous 
ive Sections, some known generalizations of GM, and 
his new one, given here, appear to be the cases of one 
ore extended generalization, given first by Luca 
acioly, and then by Leonhard Euler. On the other hand, 
earing in mind that genetic code is determined by GM 
Rakočević, 1998b), one must takes answer to a question, 
s or is not that determination valid for Generalized GM, 
oo. Certainly, the same question it takes set and for 
ther natural and artificial systems. 
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DAQA GENERALIZACIJA ZLATNOG 

PRESEKA U RELACIJI SA OJLEROVOM 
"BO@ANSKOM" JEDNA^INOM 

 
Miloje M. Rako~evi}ć 

 
U radu je data jedna op{tija generalizacija 

nego {to su "vertikalna" Stahovqeva (1989), 
unutar jedini~ne du`i, i "horizontalna" 
gospo|e Spinadel (1999) unutar skupa 
vi{estruko umno`ene jedini~ne du`i. Ova 
generalizacija obuhvata naj{iru familiju 
"metalnih preseka", kao {to su zlatni, srebrni, 
bronzani, bakarni, nikleni, itd. Pred toga, obe 
navedene generalizacije dovedene su u vezu sa 
~uvenom Ojlerovom "bo`anskom" jedna~inom: 

xnba n =+ /)( . 
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Abstract

In this paper is presented a new, very harmonic structure of the genetic code (GC) within a system of ‘‘4� 5’’ (and/or of ‘‘5� 4’’)

of amino acids (AAs) in two variants. In first variant, the five rows within the system start with one polar charged amino acid (AA)

each, making first column, consisting from five polar charged AAs (D, R, K, H, E). Five polar non-charged AAs (N, P, Y, W, Q)

follow, then five non-polar AAs as last column (A, L, F, V, I) and, finally, five polar or non-polar AAs, in a combination, as first to

last column (A as non-polar; S, T as polar, and G, P as ambivalent AAs). A second variant is subsequent to this one—‘‘4� 5’’

system with five nitrogen AAs (K, R, P, H, W), five oxygen (D, E, Y, S, T), five solely carbon (A, L, F, V, I) and five ‘‘combined’’

AAs (G with hydrogen as side chain; C and M with carbon and sulfur; N and Q with carbon, oxygen and nitrogen). A strict balance

of atom and nucleon number as well as molecule mass follows the classification in both system variants.

r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Genetic code; Siemion–Siemion’s rule; Davidov’s rule; Damjanovi!c’s spiral model; Atom-number; Nucleon number; System theory
1. Introduction

In a previous paper (Rakočevi!c, 1998a), we presented
a system of ‘‘2� 10’’ (10 pairs) of canonical amino acids
(AAs), with firmly determined positions in pairs, within
two classes, handled by class I and class II of enzymes
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (Fig. 1, in relation to
Fig. 2). However, in this paper we will present a system
of ‘‘4� 5’’ (four quintets and five quartets at the same
time) of AAs, with characteristics of a harmonic
structure, ‘‘hidden’’ i.e. integrated within the system of
‘‘2� 10’’ (Table 1). The system is being generated in
three steps with the respect of the sequence of AAs
within the system of ‘‘2� 10’’ in the following solutions
(solutions (1)–(3)):

D2E2R2K2H=W2Y2F

N2Q2F2Y2W ð1Þ

D2R2K2H2E

N2F2Y2W2Q ð2Þ

A � P � T � S � G

L � I � M � C � V ð3Þ
ess: m.m.r@eunet.yu (M.M. Rakočevi!c).

e front matter r 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

i.2004.03.017
Starting from aspartic acid in step (1), remaining four
polar charged AAs are being added successively, as a
linear and continual series. Three remaining aromatic
AAs are being added on these within one cyclic closure.
Finally, the cycle is being closed by adding of two amide
derivatives to their ‘‘mothers’’, on the same way they
stand within the system of ‘‘2� 10’’. The neighborhood
of D–E within step (2) is being realized over cycle: the
pair D–N remains in the first, and the pair E–Q transfers
in the last row. This way, the first and second column
within the system of ‘‘4� 5’’ are being realized, shown in
Table 1. Finally, step (3) presents the manner on which
the third and fourth column are being generated
by taking two ‘‘pillars’’ from the system of ‘‘2� 10’’
(Fig. 1), added over the pair D–E.
2. A harmonic structure

If we consider ‘‘harmony’’ as ‘‘a state of order,
agreement, and/or completeness in the relations of
things, or of parts of a whole to each other’’, then the
harmonic structure of the system of ‘‘4� 5’’ was realized
on several ways and from several aspects: through
the number of nucleons (Table 1) and molecule mass
(Table 2); through third-letter codon rule (Siemion and
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Fig. 1. The 10 amino-acid pairs in correlation to two classes of

enzymes aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (after Survey 4 in Rakočevi!c,

1998a, p. 290). Class II of enzymes aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases

handles the smaller AAs within the pairs (on the left), whereas the

larger (on the right) are handled by class I. The system is determined

with a balanced proportionality of atom number in the same time. On

the first (full) zigzag line there are 102+1 whereas on the second

(dotted) line 102-1 atoms. Arithmetic mean for both 10271. On the

other side, within AAs (side chains) in left column there are 81,

whereas in the right column 0123 of atoms. Notice that ‘‘81’’ (as 9� 9)

is the first possible (zeroth) arithmetic square in module 9, and 0-1-2-3

is the first possible (zeroth) logical square (as 00-01-10-11).

Fig. 2. The 10 amino-acid pairs as ‘‘Natural system of amino acids’’

(simplified after Fig. 42 in Dlyasin, 1998, pp. 68–69). The 8 pairs are

identical as in our system in Fig. 1, except two: G–A and V–L, instead

G–V and A–L. From Table 1 it is clear that both solutions are valid.

2 In the side chains of eight AAs within two ‘‘acidic’’ quartets there

are 189+189=378 nucleons. On the other hand, the number 378

represents the sum of all numbers 1–27 in Shcherbak’s modular Table

of ‘‘multiples of 37’’ (in module 9), which determine the nucleon

M.M. Rakočevi!c / Journal of Theoretical Biology 229 (2004) 221–234222
Siemion, 1994) and first-third-letter codon rule
(Table 3(a) and (b); then through first-second-letter
codon rule (Davydov, 1998) (Table 4); through polarity
and atom number (Table 4); finally, through nucleotides
and codons balances and regularities (Tables 5 and 6).

The sums of the number of nucleons within five
horizontal rows i.e. quartets (as well as molecule mass in
the column M) are presented in columns a, b, c, d of
Table 1. In the first and last row (‘‘acidic’’ quartets),
because every upper differs from every lower AAs
exactly for 7CH2 group of atoms,1 the number of
particles (atoms and nucleons), as well as molecule mass,
are equal. In three central rows (‘‘basic’’ quartets) the
sums of the number of particles, as well as the molecule
1 Knowing that all 16 AAs of alanine stereochemical type possess

exactly one CH2 group between the AAs ‘‘head’’ and side chain, all but

threonine, with a derivative group: H–C–CH3 (cf. Table 2 in

Rakočevi!c and Joki!c, 1996, p. 347), we can say that the ‘‘CH2’’ group

appears to be a key systemic characteristics for ‘‘the system of 20

canonical AAs’’; systemic in the sense of system theory (Bertalanffy,

1949; Mesarovic and Takahara, 1975).
mass, are in symmetry relation, realized through the
validity of principle of continuity as well as of minimum
change (cf. the three positions in the notations of the
number of nucleons).2

Table 2 shows that this symmetry for molecule mass is
characteristic not only for rows but also for columns,
applying a strict determination with the Shcherbak’s
‘‘Prime Quantum 037’’ (Shcherbak, 1994). If we
compare the structure of the system of ‘‘4� 5’’ in
Table 2 with the codon structures in Figs. 3 and 4, the
regularities are self-evident. Molecule mass of AAs in
two outer columns of Table 2 and the number of
nucleons in AAs coded by two codon classes in Fig. 4
are in a proportion relation of 703:703=1:1, while two
inner columns in Table 2 and two classes in Fig. 3
(codons of Py & Pu type) are in proportion relation of
666: 999 = 2:3. [Remark 1: The Harmonic mean (H) of a
whole (a) and its half (b) equals exactly 2/3 of the whole,
H(a, b)=2ab/(a+b)].

The structure of the system of ‘‘4� 5’’ with (multi-
plied) quantum of molecule mass (36� 37), (37� 37)
and (38� 37), as it is notified in Table 2, corresponds
with two more Shcherbak’s classes, with four-codon and
non-four-codon amino acids (Shcherbak, 1994, Fig. 1),
where there are in total (within side chains) 39� 37
nucleons [333+(555+555)]=39� 37=1443). By this
one must notice that the splitting into two classes
(four-codon and non-four-codon AAs) corresponds to
another splitting of Genetic Code Table (GCT) into two
complementary spaces (Fig. 5), where from two previous
quantums follows a new one (333+555 = 888).
[Remark 2: the same nucleon number, 1443, possess
the codon doublets, coding for the solely C-ended AAs
(as a starting referent system?): UU(f)+ UU(l)+
CU(l)+AU(i)+GU(v)+GC(a)=(7�U)+(2�C)+
(1 �A)+(2 �G)=(7 � 112)+(2 � 111)+(1 � 135)+
(2 � 151)=1443 (cf. legend to Table 10)].
3. Codon structure rules

Table 3 shows relations with third-letter codon
position, i.e. with Siemion–Siemion’s rule (Siemion
and Siemion, 1994), which appears to be in a strict
accordance with the Damjanovi!c’s spiral model of the
number within two classes: four-codon and non-four-codon AAs

(Shcherbak, 1994, Table 1). (Notice also that 289 is equal 172). The

continuity principle and the minimum change principle are also valid

for the other genetic code structures, such as ‘‘Codon ring’’, ‘‘Mutation

ring’’, ‘‘Codon path cube’’ and ‘‘Physical properties plot’’ in Swanson’s

work (Swanson (1984, p. 187). ‘‘These relationships express the

minimum change principle upon which the code appears to be

founded’’).
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Table 1

The harmonic structure with two ‘‘acidic’’ and three ‘‘basic’’ amino-

acid quartets

a b c d M

D N A L - 189 189 221 221+3 485.49=485

R F P I - 289 289 341 341+0 585.70=586

K Y T M - 299 299 351 351+2 595.71=596

H W S C - 289 289 331 331+1 585.64=586

E Q G V - 189 189 221 221þ 3 485.50=485

1255 1255 1465 1465+9 2738.04

Four choices after four types of isotopes: (a) The number of nucleons

within 20 AAs side chains, calculated from the first, the lightest nuclide

(H-1, C-12, N-14, O-16, S-32). (b) The number of nucleons within 20

AAs side chains, calculated from the nuclide with the most abundance

in the nature [the same patterns as in (a): H-1, C-12, N-14, O-16, S-32;

at heavier nuclides of other bioelements the data by (a) and (b) are not

the same]. (c) The number of nucleons within 20 AAs side chains,

calculated from the nuclide with the less abundance in the nature (H-2,

C-13, N-15, O-17, S-36); (d) The number of nucleons within 20 AAs

side chains, calculated from the last, the heaviest nuclide (H-2, C-13,

N-15, O-18, S-36). (M) The AAs molecule mass. Notice that (d) is

greater from (c) for exactly one modular cycle (in module 9) and that

total molecules mass is equal to 2� 372. Notice also that molecule

mass within five rows is realized through the same logic-patterns of

notations as the first nuclide, i.e. isotope.

Table 2

The distribution of molecule mass into four quintets and five quartets

Explanation in the text.

M.M. Rakočevi!c / Journal of Theoretical Biology 229 (2004) 221–234 223
genetic code (Damjanovi!c, 1998; Rakočevi!c, 2002;
Damjanovi!c, 2003, personal comm.), as it is shown in
next solution (solution (4)), where the numbers are given
in quaternary numbering system, and where the sign y
means an ‘‘empty space’’, and the sign � a, ‘‘stop
command’’:3

Kð00Þ-Qð01Þ-Eð02Þ-�ð03Þ-Tð10Þ-Pð11Þ-Að12Þ-Sð13Þ-yð20Þ

�
%
Rð21Þ � Gð22Þ �

%
Cð23Þ � Ið30Þ � Lð31Þ � Vð32Þ � F ð33Þ
3 Three ‘‘stop codons’’ are three derivatives of (four-letter) amino

bases, i.e. two and two Py–Pu alphabet. On the other hand, one ‘‘stop

command’’ is one more ‘‘letter’’ within amino acid alphabet.
F � Nð00Þ � Hð01Þ � Dð02Þ � Y ð03Þ �Wð10Þ-Mð11Þ

ð100Þ � ð101Þ � ð102Þ � ð103Þ � ð110Þ � ð111Þ ð4Þ

3.1. The Siemion–Siemion’s rule

The Siemion–Siemion’s rule relates to difference of
the bases in third position within the codon (Siemion
and Siemion (1994, p. 139): ‘‘It is shown that in the
pairs of amino acids coded by the codons possessing
identical bases in the first and second positions,
the amino acids with R in the third position are of
higher structural importance ..., than the amino
acids coded with Y. The same structural factors seem
to be of importance for the codon choice in the case
of amino acids coded by more than two codons. The
amino acids which prefer alpha-helical over the beta-
sheet conformation favour the codons with R in their
third position, and those which favour the beta-sheet
conformation favour the codons with Y in this
position.’’). From all Siemion–Siemion’s patterns
(NNY and NNR) it follows that all 20 AAs can be
classified into three classes: two with ‘‘simple’’ and
one with ‘‘complex’’ AAs. First class of ‘‘simple’’ AAs,
according to the fact that AAs are coded by codons
that have only pyrimidine in third position (‘‘Y’’
i.e. ‘‘Py’’ class), and second class with AAs coded by
codons with only purine in third position (‘‘R’’ i.e. ‘‘Pu’’
class). We have the class of ‘‘complex’’ AAs in the case
when they are coded by codons that have either
pyrimidine, or purine in the third position (‘‘Y or R’’
i.e. ‘‘Py or Pu’’ class). The said ‘‘simplicity’’ and
‘‘complexity’’ are clearer if we analyze the system
NNY & NNR also from the aspect of the rule of the
first-third-letter codon position (the letter positions I–III:
(1) Py–Py, (2) Py–Pu, (3) Pu–Py, (4) Pu–Pu; see Tables
3(a) and (b).

Now, if we consider the 18 non-sulfur amino acids,
we will see that all AAs (all but one, arginine)
with ‘‘Py or Pu’’ in third codon position are located
on the right side within the system of ‘‘4� 5’’ (Table 3 in
relation to column ‘‘Complex combination’’ in
Table 3(b)). All ‘‘Pu’’ AAs are located on the left
lower side (all except lysine), while those from ‘‘Py’’
class are located on the left upper side (all
except histidine). However, like all three base AAs
(R, K, H) that are dislocated from ‘‘their’’ groups, two
sulfur AAs are dislocated on the same way—they are
located on the right side though they should be located
on the left, and the ‘‘upper’’ M should go down and
‘‘lower’’ C—up.

After the rule of first-third-letter codon position
(Tables 3(a) and (b)), the right side in Table 3 remains
the same (the ‘‘complex’’ AAs), with also dislocated
arginine, and with two sulfur AAs (the ‘‘simple’’ AAs) as
exceptions. However, all ‘‘simple’’ AAs (all except two
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Table 3

The distribution of AAs in harmonic structure after codon rules

Within two columns on the right there are ‘‘complex’’ AAs (except two sulfur AAs, which are ‘‘simple’’: Cysteine of Py type and Methionine of Pu

type); complex, because they are coded by codons that have either pyrimidine, or purine in the third codon position. On the left are ‘‘simple’’ AAs

(except arginine, which is ‘‘complex’’)—italic of Py type and bold of Pu type (cf. Table 3(b))

(a) The atom number balances within Table of genetic code after first-third-letter codon position rule

The number of atoms within AAs (side chains). First column (I-III) designates the type of the base in first-third position of corresponding codons.

The letters U, C, A, G are related to four columns in Genetic Code Table. Within two inner and two outer rows as well as within two first and two

second columns there are (8� 33), [(9� 33)71], and (10� 33) of atoms, respectively.

(b) The distribution of AAs in correspondence to the first-third-letter codon rule

The 60 atoms within all AAs of Py type (encoded by codons with Py in third position) and 66-1 atoms within all AAs of Pu type, both in column

‘‘Simple combinations’’. Then, the 78+1 atoms within all AAs existing in column ‘‘Complex combinations’’; (cf. the patterns of 60, 66 and 78 atoms

within seven ‘‘golden’’ AAs, seven their complements and six non-complements, respectively, in Rakočevi!c (1998a) Survey 2.1 and last passage on p.

289). On the other hand, inner space (in relation to dotted line) as well as outer space possess 102 of atoms each (within AAs side chains), what means

an ideal balance. The sense of such a division by dotted line comes from the next logic. The AAs class ‘‘Py or Pu’’ type (first two rows) can be split

into two subclasses: on the left there are AAs (L, P, I, T) with codons which possess Uracil or Cytosine in second codon position (two bases—U & C,

one position—II); on the right there are AAs (V, A, G) encoded by codons which possess Guanine in first or second position (one base—G, two

positions—I & II).
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sulfur AAs) are on the left side. As we can see, in this
new classification, according to the rule of first-third-
letter codon position, lysine and histidine are not
exceptions any more.
3.2. Damjanovi!c’s spiral model

After all previously mentioned insights, there is a
sense for viewing solution (4) once more. The
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Table 4

The polar and non-polar amino acids

The splitting into polar (light ton) and non-polar (bold, dark ton) AAs.

The polarity as hydropathy, i.e. as hydropathy index. (After Table 2 in

Kyte and Doolittle, 1982, p. 110). The number of atoms within AAs

molecules (side chains) in first two rows as well as in second two

columns is identical (84 atoms). The same is valid for second three

rows in relation to first two columns (120 atoms).

Table 5

The distribution of nucleotides number

Explanation in the text.

Table 6

The distribution of codon number

n c

K Y T M - 27 9

2

H W S C - 33 11

1

E Q G V - 36 12

2

D N A L - 42 14

1

R F P I - 45 15

Explanation in the text.
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Damjanovi!c’s spiral model, in relation to Siemion–
Siemion’s as well as Davidov’s rule, is given in form of
‘‘a cross’’ with two intersecting lines, and with a
connection ‘‘head to tail’’ (F-F). By this, the horizontal
(shorter) leg consists of AAs of Pu type (K, Q, E, W, M),
while the vertical (longer) leg contains two classes: up
there are AAs of Py type (italic: F, N, H, D, Y), and
down there are AAs of ‘‘Py or Pu’’ type (from T to V–
F), with an exception of cysteine which is of Py type.

Now there is a question: how is spiral model
generated? Approaching Rumer’s rule, lead by his own
version of ‘‘dual logic’’ (and taking the values of codon
bases as: A-0, C-1, G-2, U-3) Damjanovi!c discovered
within the codons a ‘‘hidden’’ quaternary numbering
system that determines the ordinal number of AAs by
reading the letter-doublets (‘‘di-grams’’) within the
codons, from right to left side. [Rumer (1966, p. 1393):
‘‘Considering the group of codons, that relates to one
and the same amino acid, shows that within every codon
(z | yx) (it should be read from right to left side) it is
expedient to separate two-letter ‘root’ | yx) of the ‘end’
(z |. So, every amino acid, in a general case, has a
corresponding and specific root, and degeneration of the
code appears as consequence of exchanging of the
endings.’’] This way, Damjanovi!c presents a logic from
which a series of AAs 0–19 follows, with the interrup-
tion of ordinal number 3 (Damjanovi!c, 1998), and also
the logic from which he derives the series of AAs 0–21,
with interruption of ordinal numbers 3 and 8 (personal
communication). [The series of AAs 0–19: 00 K, 01Q; 02
E; 03 STOP; 04 T; 05 P; 06 A; 07 S; 08 S, R; 09 R; 10 G;
11 C,W; STOP; 12 I,M; 13 L; 14 V, 15 F, L; 16 N; 17 H;
18 D; 19 Y; the series of AAs 0–21: 00 K, 01Q; 02 E; 03
STOP; 04 T; 05 P; 06 A; 07 S; 08 – ; 09 R; 10 G; 11 C; 12
I; 13 L; 14 V, 15 F; 16 N; 17 H; 18 D; 19 Y; 20 W , 21
M:] In the first case a ‘‘two-meaning’’ logical pattern is
presented while in the second case a ‘‘one-meaning’’
logical pattern. For example, the serine is located on two
locations (7 and 8) in the ‘‘two-meaning’’ logical pattern
and only on one location (7) in the ‘‘one-meaning’’
logical pattern. Accordingly, for arginine, in the second
case, we must assume that it is located only in the
position 9, since otherwise it would be ‘‘mixed’’ with
serine on the position 8. On the other hand, since
position 11 must be occupied, with priority, by cysteine,
than tryptophan must be moved for one cycle, according
to the module 9, and it should appear on the position 20
(11+ 9 = 20). Similar case happens with methionine,
which, in relation to isoleucine, moves for one modular
cycle further, on the position 21 (12+9=21).

The ordinal numbers (according to Damjanovi!c,
1998) start with ‘‘zero’’ column where the codons are
with middle base ‘‘A’’. Accordingly, we read zeroth ‘‘di-
gram’’ AA as 00 within the codon AAA that is coding
for lysine. Subsequently, the neighboring codon AAC,
in reverse case as CAA (that is as 1004), which is the
number 1610, as ordinal number for asparagine, etc. In
such a manner the 18 AAs are read from the codons.
The first to last, the tryptophan, is read from the
anticodon (anticodon ACC, read from right to left as
CCA) with ordinal number 1104, that is 2010.
(Damjanovi!c (1998, p. 6): ‘‘the cycle of di-grams is
presented, and the spiral of codons ... with the ‘inverse’
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Fig. 3. (a–b) The triplets with two identical bases and a unique one (after Table 1 in Shcherbak, 1996). This figure shows the balances of nucleon

sums and peculiarity of their writing in the decimal system. The central axis corresponds to Rumer’s rules (Rumer, 1966) for TCAG - GACT or

Triplet - Antitriplet transformations.

Fig. 4. The triplets with three identical (a) and three unique bases (b)

(after Table 3 in Shcherbak, 1996). The figure shows the balance of

nucleon sums by one of two relative positions of parts (a) and (b). The

axis corresponds to Rumer’s (Rumer, 1966) and Spin - Antispin

transformations. The Triplet - Antitriplet transformation keeps their

both positions or the one and the same side relative to the axis (an

example of triplet–antitriplet pair: TCA, TGA). Notice four triplet

group within the subsystem of three unique bases (b), each group with

six permutations: (1) TCA without G, (2) GCT without A, (3) TGA

without C and (4) CAG without T. After our hypothesis (for further

researches) the missing base in form of codon with three identical bases

(GGG, AAA, CCC, TTT, respectively) appears to make a ‘‘syn-

codon’’ for all of four groups: GGG/TCA, AAA/GCT, CCC/TGA

and TTT/CAG. It is clear that in RNA-code instead of T goes U.

Fig. 5. The nucleon number balance within two complementary parts

(sub-systems?) of Standard Genetic Code Table. Up, in 12 AAs

molecules (side chains), there are 888 nucleons (in first nuclide):

F91+L57+S31+Y107+C47+W130+P41+H81+Q72+R100+

S31+R100=888. Down, in 11 AAs molecules (side chains), there

are 555 nucleons: G01+E73+D59+K72+N58+A15+T45+V43+

M75+I57+L57=555. [cf. the possible relations with patterns

(quantums) in the system of four-codon AAs (888–555=333) and

non-four-codon AAs (555+555=1110), in Shcherbak, 1994, Fig. 1,

p. 475].
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appearance of number 20’’.) Despite the last AA,
methionine, Damjanovi!c is read in a specific way from
the ‘‘ribosomal code’’, with ordinal number 1114, that is
2110, it is interesting that ordinal number of methionine
can be read also from the ‘‘syn-codon’’, from CCC
(which is our hypothesis for further researches). [Re-

mark 3: Fig. 4 shows that codons with the largest
diversity (all three bases are different) together with
codons of the smallest diversity (all three bases are the
same) contain a balanced number of nucleons. From
that it is a reason for introduction of the term ‘‘syn-
codon’’ on the following way: UUU is a syn-codon for
all six permutations of codon CAG, with the designa-
tion UUU/CAG. The same goes for the remaining three
syn-codons: CCC/UAG (where one of the permutations
is methionine-codon AUG), than AAA/UCG and,
finally, GGG/UCA.]

3.3. The Davidov’s rule

Table 4 contains simultaneously several relations:
according to the polarity, according to the first-second-
letter codon position, i.e. to the Davidov’s rule, and
according to the number of atoms. The relation
according to the polarity, measured by hydropathy
(Kyte and Doolittle, 1982; Doolittle, 1985) and polar
requirement Rm (Woese et al., 1966; Konopel’chenko
and Rumer, 1975) is presented through columns
(quintets), during which Glycine and Proline appear to
be ambivalent. They are polar from the aspect of
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hydropathy, and non-polar from the aspect of polar
requirement. Proline ambivalence conditions the ap-
pearance of a specific ‘‘mobile loop’’ in the system of
‘‘4� 5’’. Namely, when proline exchanges place with
phenylanine, then appears a sever separation into non-
polar (right, bold designated) and polar (left) AAs.
Along with that quintets become the bearers of even
more subtle distinctions. This way, the first quintet (the
first column in Table 4) construct five charged polar
AAs (D and E as negatively charged; K, R and H as
positively charged); the second—five polar non-charged;
the fourth—five non-polar AAs. If we take in con-
sideration the third quintet (the third column in Table
4), its first ‘‘half’’ is made by non-polar (G; A, F) and the
second—by polar AAs (G; S, T). Besides this, glycine in
the first case ‘‘plays’’ as non-polar AA, measured by the
polar requirement and in the second case as polar AA,
measured by hydropathy.

Through the same line by which physical–chemical
classification of AAs is being realized on non-polar
(right) and polar (left) another strictly chemical classi-
fication is being realized also in two categories,
according to the Davidov’s rule: on the left side there
are AAs which in their side chains, apart of carbon,
contain oxygen and/or nitrogen, and on the right side
there are AAs that contain in their side chains only
carbon, or besides carbon, also a sulfur. According to
their structure proline and glycine (from the aspect of
their specific nature) remain out of the classification.
[Davydov (1998, p. 679): ‘‘There are two main rules y

(1) all O- or N-ended amino acids y possess the A-
containing codon doublets; (2) all solely C-ended
(excluding Ala) and S-ended amino acids y have the
U-containing codon doublets’’ y ‘‘Pro and Gly are
discarded’’.]
4. The essentiality of amino acids

Within the system of ‘‘4� 5’’ of AAs, the amino-acid
pairs are also organized from the aspect of essentiality
and non-essentiality. In two ‘‘acid’’ quartets only one
pair is essential (V–L), and three pairs are nonessential
AAs (D–E, N–Q, G–A).4 Within three ‘‘base’’ quartets
every pair is consisted of one essential and one nones-
sential or semi-essential AAs (essential–nonessential: I–P,
T–S; essential–semi-essential: K–R, F–Y, W–H, M–C).

With the insight in these regularities within one
harmonic structure of genetic code, which character-
istics we discuss starting with Table 1 and further on, we
4 This wealth of non-essentiality explains significant role of ‘‘acid’’

quartets, as in biosynthesis of protein AAs and proteins, the same way

it is the case in metabolism in general. More about relation of

essentiality and non-essentiality of AAs see in Rakočevi!c and Joki!c

(1996).
can easily discover consistencies of AAs positions, from
the aspect of essentiality/non-essentiality, even within
GCT. All essential AAs are linearly connected, with only
one interruption in logic of ‘‘neighborhood continuity’’.
If we examine them one by one, all essential, expect
arginine appear to be together: F–L–I–(M–V)–T–K–R–
W; semi-essential, all of them are in a sequence (all but
tryptophan): H–Y–C–W–R; non-essential also follow in
a sequence, and without a single interruption, if we
assume that A and S are in contact, as a result of validity
of the cycle principle for the genetic code table (contacts:
left–right, up–down): G–E–D–A–S–N–Q–P.
5. Codon assignment rules

In Tables 5–6 it is shown that the assignment of
nucleotides and codons to the quartets of amino acid
molecules is being realized in accordance with the
principle of ‘‘the symmetry in the simplest case’’
(Marcus, 1989). In coding for AAs, the 9 codons
(corresponding to modular zero, according to the
module 9 in decimal numbering system) participate in
the new first quartet. After this, the number of codons
that are coding for the amino acids in the four remaining
quartets increases in such a manner that consecutive
increments are in the relation 2:1 and 1:2 (‘‘The
symmetry in the simplest case’’!). Furthermore, the
sum of the number of codons and nucleotides, within
two inner and two outer quartets, in relation to central
quartet, is equal.

On the other hand, the ‘‘codon structure rules’’, that
we considered within Section 3, are up to certain extent
surprising since they illustrate that coherence between
codons and AAs, that is declared by these rules, is being
realized through indirect and not direct connections
(connections on distance and ‘‘on a jump’’). Still, there is
a question. Is there any coherence between codons and
AAS also within their natural disposition, given by
GCT? Tables 7 and 8 show that even this coherence
exists, and in very wide range, not only for sets of
particles (the number of atoms and nucleons),
but also for the sets of other entities (see legends to
Tables 7 and 8).
6. The unity of two systems

Bearing in mind the chemical composition, as well as
the logic of neighborhood (in relation to physico–
chemical similarities), from the system of ‘‘4� 5’’
presented in Table 4, it is possible, through a rearrange-
ment, to give a new variant of ‘‘4� 5’’ (and/or of
‘‘5� 4’’) system, presented in Table 9. To understand
this rearrangement as well as the relationships between
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Table 7

The AAs sequence taken from GCT as well as from binary-code tree of Genetic Code (Rakočevi!c, 1998a)

Conf. N 12 22 20 20 08 12 24 38 16 66

Isot. N 28 26 26 24 20 31 22 23 17 30

PN 49 33 33 41 25 57 43 39 31 41

NN-1 91 57 57 75 43 107 81 72 58 72

NN-T 196 127 127 231 96 247 173 173 142 159

M. Mass 165.19 131.18 131.18 149.21 117.15 181.19 155.16 146.15 132.12 146.19

AN 14 13 13 11 10 15 11 11 08 15

AN 05 08 08 04 05 18 17 01 10 07

M. Mass 105.09 115.13 119.12 089.09 121.16 204.23 174.20 075.07 147.13 133.10

NN-T 85 90 116 34 169 278 217 03 192 161

NN-1 31 41 45 15 47 130 100 01 73 59

PN 17 23 25 09 25 69 55 01 39 31

Isot. N 11 16 17 08 12 36 34 02 22 16

Conf. N 09 02 08 03 21 24 66 04 20 10

After AAs encoded by middle ‘‘U’’ codons come AAs encoded by middle ‘‘A’’ codons; then follow AAs encoded by middle ‘‘G’’ and ‘‘C’’ in a cyclic

organized system. The system can be seeing also as a sequence of the pairs (F-S, L-P, etc.). The data are as follows: The sign ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘–’’ for non-

polar and polar AAs, respectively (after hydropathy index); AN-the number of atoms within AA side chain; M Mass—the molecule mass of AA

molecule; NN-T—the total nucleon number within AA side chain [example of calculation for serine: (3�H) + (1�C)+(1�O)=(3� 1) + (3� 2)

+ (1� 12) + (1� 13) + (1� 16) + (1� 17) + (1� 18)=85]; NN-1— the nucleon number within first nuclide [example for serine: (3� 1) + (1� 12)

+ (1� 16) = 31]; PN—the number of protons [example for serine: (3� 1) + (1� 6) + (1� 8)=17]; Isot. N—the number of isotopes (nuclides)

[example for serine: (3� 2)H + (1� 2)C + (1� 3)O = 11]; Conf. N—the number of conformations, as in Popov (1989, Table 8, p. 88). (Note:

nucleon number and proton number for proline is calculated as in Shcherbak, 1994, and as in Dlyasin, 1998: one H atom from side chain, must be, in

calculation, associated with the AA ‘‘head’’, because the same AA ‘‘head’’ must be referent system for all 20 canonical AAs).

Table 8

The results of calculations from data given in Table 7

AN M. Mass NN-T NN-1 PN Isot. N Conf. N

Odd 102-1 1369-1 1513 627-1 343-1 210-1 203+1

Even 102+1 1369+1 1503 628+1 343+1 211+1 202-1

All designations as in Table 7. The sums are given for AAs pairs in odd (bold) as well as in even positions within the system in Table 7. For example,

within five AAs pairs [(F–S), (I–T), (V–C), (H–Y), (N–E)], existing in odd positions, there are 10 AAs molecules with molecules mass of 1368 units

and with atom number of 101 atoms, etc., as it is presented in this table. The balances are self-evident.
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two variants of the system ‘‘4� 5’’, one must see this
system as either three- or four-dimensional.

6.1. A pure chemical classification within harmonic

structure

Like ‘‘Codon path cube’’, an adequate ‘‘AAs path
cube’’, with purely chemical classification of AAs, must
also exist minimum in three dimensions. (About
‘‘Codon path cube’’ see legend to Fig. 2 in Swanson
(1984, p. 189): ‘‘The three edges of the cubes represent
the three positions in a codon’’; cf. ‘‘codon cube’’ at
Fig. 64 in Eigen and Schuster, 1979.) For example, one
can conceive that all C-ended AAs ‘‘lie’’ on the second
(middle!) dimension, N-ended on the first, and all O-
ended AAs on the third dimension. Another argument
for such an understanding comes from the system in
Table 4. In that system all C-ended as well as N-ended
AAs appear in a direct lined neighborhood, F–A–L–I–V
and P–R–K–H–W, respectively. If we exclude (through
an ‘‘exhaustion method’’) these two families of AAs,
then all O-ended AAs appear in an (indirect) neighbor-
hood too (D–Y–T–S–E). In such a case, the remaining
five AAs (one solely H-ended, two S-ended and two N,
O-ended) must exist ‘‘somewhere’’ between the three
dimensions, and as a ‘‘combination’’ row in the system
‘‘4� 5’’ in Table 9.

For example, Glycine between first and third (xz), two
amides (N & Q) between first and second (xy), and,
finally, two sulfur AAs (C & M) between second and
third dimension (yz). Another possibility is the imagina-
tion that ‘‘combinatorial’’ AAs lie on a fourth dimen-
sion within a four-dimensional system (altogether: four
rows in Table 9).
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Table 9

The second variant of ‘‘4� 5’’ AAs system: the splitting into two sub-

systems: inner and outer

This system follows from the system in Table 4. First row (down): N-

ended AAs. Second row: solely C-ended AAs. Last row (up): O-ended

AAs. First to last row: remaining five AAs (one solely H-ended, two S-

ended and two N-, O-ended, all five as a ‘‘combination’’. Within the

cross there are only the exceptions: horizontally five the mentioned

combining AAs; vertically: Y as aromatic within aliphatic AAs; G

without carbon; F as aromatic within aliphatic AAs; and, finally, P as

cyclic aliphatic amino acid. In the system there is a balanced

proportionality as follows: within horizontal leg of the cross there

are (6� 6)70 of atoms, and within vertical leg (without glycine), there

are (6� 6)+1. Without cross: on the left there are (66)70 and (66)-1

on the right. [cf. this ‘‘combination-cross’’ sub-system with ‘‘four-

codon-AAs-cross’’ sub-system in Codon path cube (Swanson, 1984;

Rakočevi!c, 1997)].

Table 10

Atom and nucleon number balances within codon base doublets

The data (149 and 146 atoms; 564 and 524 nucleons in first nuclide,

etc.) for two inner rows, for ‘‘combinatorial’’ and C-ended AAs (dark

tones), respectively, are given on the left, whereas the data (253 and

182 atoms; 899 and 652 nucleons, etc.) for two outer rows, for O-ended

and N-ended AAs (light tones), respectively, on the right. The data for

atom and nucleon number (within first nuclide) in AAs side chains: for

atom number as in Rakočevi!c and Joki!c (1996) for nucleon number as

in Shcherbak (1994) and as in Rakočevi!c and Joki!c (1996). The data

for nucleon number (within first nuclide) within four bases and/or

nucleotides as it is shown in Section 6.3. [Example of calculation of

nucleon number for Uracil: (4�H) + (4�C) + (2�N) + (2 �O) =

(4� 1) + (4� 12) + (2� 14) + (2� 16)=112, and for UMP:

(248+112)–36=324].
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6.2. A splitting into inner and outer space

As a noteworthy fact in the above presented
rearrangement (going from Tables 4 to 9) would be an
appearance of a splitting into an inner and outer AAs
space. As inner space—a specific ‘‘cross’’ where there are
AAs which are the ‘‘exceptions’’ from some character-
istic aspects: horizontally there are five mentioned
combining AAs; vertically: tyrosine, as aromatic within
aliphatic AAs; Glycine, without carbon in side chain;
Phenylalanine, as aromatic within aliphatic AAs; and,
finaly, Proline, as an alicyclic between non-cyclic
aliphatic as well as cyclic aromatic amino acids. As
outer space—all other AAs, without the cross.

An atom number balance also follows the amino acid
arrangement in this new system. Consequently, within
horizontal leg of the cross there are (6� 6)70=36 of
atoms, and within vertical leg, without glycine, there are
(6� 6)+1=37 of atoms within AAs side chains. With-
out cross, (66)70 on the left and (66)–1 on the right.
Notice also that within the cross there is a sub-system
with ‘‘2� 4’’ of AAs (YGFP with 37+1 atoms, plus
NQCM with 36-1 atoms); and out of the cross, a sub-
system with ‘‘3� 4’’ of AAs (DEST with 30 atoms, plus
alvi with 40 atoms, plus KRHW with 60+1 atoms).

6.3. The connection between codon doublets and AAs

As we can see from Table 10, this classification into
3+1 AAs classes (Table 9) is followed by a coherence
with atom and nucleon number balances within the
corresponding codon base doublets. In the middle space
of Table 10, the system from Table 9 is set—AAs with
coding codon base doublets. The calculations of atom
number within codon base doublets are given for
nucleotides: UMP=34, CMP=35, AMP=37,
GMP=38; and of nucleon number for bases: U=112,
C=111, A=135, G=151. [The calculations for vice
versa states are leaving to the readers; atom number
for bases: U=12, C=13, A=15, G=16 and nucleon
number for nucleotides: UMP=324, CMP=323,
AMP=347, GMP=363]. As we can see, the balances
within the system presented in Table 10 are self-evident.

On the right there are 435-436-437-438 of atoms;
subsequently 1573-1, 1573+1 and 1550-1, 1550+1 of
nucleons. By this one must notice that the number 1573
corresponds with the sequence containing of the first
four odd natural numbers, 1357; and with the sum of the
number of nucleons within four nucleotides at the same
time (UMP 324+CMP 323+AMP 347+GMP
363=1357).

On the left there are 1443 nucleons within codon base
doublets, coding for C-ended AAs, the same number as
the number of nucleons within side chains of 8 four-
codon AAs plus 15 non-four-codon AAs (cf. Remark 2
in Section 2). On the other hand, within codon base
doublets, coding for ‘‘combinatorial’’ AAs, the number
of nucleons, 1328, appears to be in an indirect relation
(in relation through module 9) to nucleon number
within codon base doublets coding for C-, N- and O-
ended AAs as follows: 1328 (‘‘combinatorial’’) + 1574
(O-ended)=2902 in correspondence with 1443 (C-
ended) + 1549 (N-ended)=2992 of nucleons. (These
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Table 12

The order of AAs within GCT in relations with precursors

In the ‘‘middle’’ (starting) position are AAs (bold) existing in a lined

neighborhood (third row-third column), generated from first less

complex middle precursor, Oxaloacetate: I, M, T, N, K, D. Follow

their first neighbors (one step far), generated from first more complex

middle precursor, 2-oxoglutarate: P, Q, R and E. [Why Oxaloacetate is

‘‘a first less complex middle’’ precursor, and 2-Oxoglutarate ‘‘a first

more complex middle’’ precursor, see in Rakočevi!c and Joki!c, 1996,

Table 1, p. 347.] Also one step far (a second step) from the middle line

are AAs L,V, A, generated from next (second) less complex precursor,

Pyruvate. Follows still one second step—subsequent to Q is H,

generated from next (second) more complex precursor, Ribose-5-

phosphate. As a third step, subsequent to P and R we have the

appearance of AAs S, C and G, generated from the third less complex

precursor, 3-Phosphoglycerate. [C and G are neighbors through a

cycling]. Finally, follows still one third step, the AAs F,Y and W,

generated from third more complex precursor, Phosphoenolpyruvate

plus eritrose-4-phosphate. [Cf. with Fig. 1 in Wong (1975, p. 1910) and

with Fig. 1 in Taylor and Coates (1989, p. 179).]
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modular patterns cf. with modular patterns in Shcher-
bak’s Modular Table of multiples of ‘‘Prime Quantum
037’’—Table 1 in Shcherbak (1994, p. 476); also with
modular relationships of nucleon number within ‘‘12
AAs pairs’’ in Rakočevi!c and Joki!c (1996), legend to
Survey 2, p. 348: the 467 versus 467-9 of nucleons)
(Note: the balance for atom number on the left side of
Table 10 is not directly visible.)

6.4. The pure chemical classification within standard

GCT

Bearing in mind the idea on a ‘‘three-four-dimen-
sional relationships logic’’ and ‘‘neighborhood logic’’,
we can also find the same strictly chemically determined
AAs classes—as in Harmonic structure—in standard
GCT (Table 11): on the left are C-ended, and on the
right, in two ‘‘stratums’’, N- and O-ended AAs.
‘‘Between’’ three classes there are five ‘‘combinatorial’’
AAs: more complex amide (Glutamine) appears to be on
the line with more complex sulfur AAs, whereas less
complex amide (Asparagine)—with less complex gly-
cine. (When we take one AAs class, other three must be
seen as excluded.)

‘‘By the way’’, here, we also discover, for a long time
asked regularities of amino-acid distribution within the
GCT in relation to two classes of aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetases (Wetzel, 1995; Rakočevi!c, 1997). The AAs
appear in the sub-classes, as doublets and triplets as well
as within the system presented in Fig. 1, where AAs also
are lined up in relation with the two mentioned enzymes
classes.

6.5. The connection between AAs and their precursors

Consequently to the fact that we find AAs splitting
(through a ‘‘neighborhood logic’’) into 3+1 purely
chemical classes (Table 11), we find AAs splitting into
Table 11

Four classes of amino acids within standard Genetic Code table

On the left there are C-ended, N-ended and O-ended AAs, respectively.

On the right—the ‘‘combinatorial’’ amino acids (cf. legend to Table 9).

Roman numbers: the correspondence with two classes of enzymes

aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetases. (For details see the text.)
classes corresponding to their biosynthetic precursors
(Table 12). On the other hand, if lysine and arginine
change places (first, we have more simple lysine, and
afterwards more complex arginine) in our ‘‘harmonic
structure’’, presented in Table 1, it follows, that even
here, the ‘‘neighborhood’’ of AAs will be organized in
correspondence to six types of biosynthetic precursors
(Table 13). If we take in consideration, along with this
already presented, that neighborhood of AAs deter-
mined by biosynthetic precursors, and within the system
of ‘‘Four stereo-chemical types of protein amino acids’’
(Survey 1 in correspondence with Table 1 in Rakočevi!c
and Joki!c, 1996, pp. 346–347), than it clearly follows
that we have absolute coherence among codons, AAs
and their bio-synthetic precursors.
7. Discussion

This paper presents some new facts about genetic
code, and all of them were discussed in certain parts of
the paper. So here, we can consider only one additional
question—the question of origin and evolution of
genetic code.

What comes as an obvious result of this research,
presented in tables and figures, is that, it is necessary to
establish, at least one, absolutely new hypothesis (on
origin and evolution of genetic code) and reconsider
existing hypotheses and theories.
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Table 13

The harmonic structure (as in Table 1) with an interchange: row ‘‘K’’ is

preceding to row ‘‘R’’

If aromatic AAs are ‘‘excluded’’, then starting AAs (starting as in

Table 12), generated from the first less complex ‘‘middle’’ precursor,

Oxaloacetate, appear to be in a lined neighborhood: I, M, T, N, D, K.

In contact to them are: on the left, as their first neighbors: P, R, E and

Q, generated from the first more complex middle precursor, 2-

oxoglutarate; on the right, also as their first neighbors are AAs L,V, A,

generated from the second less complex precursor, Pyruvate. Between

these two families are AAs C, S and G, generated from the third less

complex precursor, 3-Phosphoglycerate. Within inner space are

aromatic AAs: the solely H, generated from second more complex

precursor, Ribose-5-phosphate; and collective Y, F and W, generated

from third more complex precursor, Phosphoenolpyruvate plus

eritrose-4-phosphate. [About hierarchy of less and more complex

precursors, determined by the hierarchy within the system of ‘‘12 AAs

pairs’’, i.e. within the system of ‘‘Four stereochemical types of protein

amino acids’’ in Rakočevi!c and Joki!c, 1996, Survey 1 in relation to

Table 1, pp. 346–347.]
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7.1. Hypothesis on a complete genetic code (CGC)

By this hypothesis, derived from presented facts as we
understand them, we support the stand point that
genetic code is one and unique, universal, valid for
everything living, in fact, it is the condition for origin
and evolution of life. Certainly, here we refer to the
standard genetic code. According to this hypothesis,
regarding other genetic codes (Budisa et al., 1999;
Knight et al., 2001) we believe that they present only
the expression of a code flexibility and degree of
freedom, which is the matter of a separate paper.

In correspondence with this, CGC must be based on
several key principles. We are going to list only those
considered to be the most important:

1. The principle of systemic self-related and self-similar
organization. (The ‘‘head’’ of an AA in relation to the
first possible ‘‘organic’’ molecule—methane; the
functional groups within AAs side chains in relation
to functional groups within the AA ‘‘head’’, and
between themselves; the relation between columns
‘‘a’’ and ‘‘M’’ within the system ‘‘4� 5’’ in Table 1 as
well as between the system in Table 2 and two
systems presented in Figs. 3 and 4; then, the relation
between two systems—first in Table 4 and second in
Table 9, etc.)

2. Principle of ‘‘Compromise’’. [Not in any teleological
mean; rather as an aspect of the ‘‘Principle of
Uncertainty’’ (on the macroscopic level?).]
3. Principle of Coherency with simple arithmetical
structures and regularities.

4. Principle of Unity of ‘‘Real and Possible’’.
5. Principle of ‘‘All or Nothing’’.
6. Principle of Integral influence of all Four nature

forces (electromagnetic force, gravity, strong and
week nuclear forces).

The results presented show that if only one amino
acid should be replaced, within the system ‘‘5� 4’’
(Table 4) or ‘‘4� 5’’ (Table 9) of AAs, ‘‘all will be lost’’,
there could not be any balance and no coherency. [For
the example: if ornitine takes place of arginine (Jukes
(1973, p. 24): ‘‘I have suggested that arginine displaced
ornithine during the evolution of protein synthesis’’).] If
we consider that basic (chemical) key for the organiza-
tion of ‘‘harmonic structure’’ of genetic code, presented
in Table 1, as exactly the change for one CH2 group in
the relation first-last row, then it would be expected
(from chemical and logical point of view) that second
and the next to last row differ on the same way.
However, as we can see, that is not the case. The simple
chemical regularity (change for one CH2 group) is not
valid any more. A ‘‘compromise’’ was made. Chemical
coherency was abandoned for the sake of establishing
physical coherency (the number of nucleons 289–289 in
coherency with 189–189) and (synchronic) coherency
with simple arithmetic structures, in the sense that a
unity of form and essence is realized. (Compare also
with arithmetic regularities given in Table 2, corre-
sponding to arithmetic structures and regularities in
Figs. 3 and 4). [Remark 4: Among other simple
arithmetic structures one should notice that even AAs
and their biosynthetic precursors are determined by
basic arithmetic structures in the form of notation (the
number of particles) 111 and 222, as origin referent
systems. More about this, for AAs see Fig. 1 in
Shcherbak (1994, p. 475), and for precursors Table 1
in Rakočevi!c, 1998b, p. 464.]

Still, there is more to it. The same pattern of
coherency is demonstrated for the number of nucleons
within the first nucleon and for the molecule mass where
other nuclides are participating (though in small
percentages). Moreover, coherency for the number of
nucleons within other nuclides (221–221, 341–331) is
obvious, like each of them is participating with hundred
percents!? We can see that, in some unknown way to us,
the unity of ‘‘Real and Possible’’ was realized.

When we consider evident validity of the first three
principles, it would be hard to expect that any other
kind of ‘‘origin form of life’’, more exactly, life ‘‘in the
beginning’’ could have been built with less than 4 Pu–Py
bases, and less than 20 of AAs and/or with different
from these canon standard molecules. That is the reason
we can consider only origin abiotic, and not by all
means biotic evolution of genetic code.
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A scenario might have developed like this. We can
assume, that during the period of generation of first
atmosphere on the earth, and/or somewhere in the
Universe—in area of generating of carbonaceous
meteorites—the simplest possible compounds (or near
to simplest) of simplest possible non-metals [CH4, NH3,
H2O, CO, NO, (CN)2] and of their subsequent
neighbors (PH3, H2S, SO2, P2O3) also had been
generated. At a later stage many nucleotide/amino-acid
aggregations, similar to aggregations of Miller’s type, or
to not much different aggregations of Murcheson–
meteorit’s type, had been realized (Miller, 1953; Miller
and Orgel, 1973; Tingle, 1991) (Anders et al. (1981,
p. 13): ‘‘Adenine, guanine, guanylurea y have been
detected in HCl-extracts of Orgueil and Murcheson. y
Other compounds detected are xanthine, hypoxanthine,
and uracil’’; p. 15: ‘‘the Murchison meteorite contains at
least 18 indigenous amino acids, or compounds hydro-
lyzable thereto. y The close match of the amino-acid
distributions in meteorites and the Miller–Urey synth-
esis suggests that the meteoritic amino acids were
produced by the essential steps of the Miller–Urey
synthesis’’; Orgel (1998, pp. 1–2): ‘‘A substantial
proportion of the meteorites that fall on the earth
belong to a class known as carbonaceous chondrites.
These are particularly interesting because they contain a
significant amount of organic carbon and because
some of the bases are present’’.) Each of that aggrega-
tions could (and must) have its own ‘‘evolution’’,
but only one could have been selected—the one
that gained the characteristic of self-reproduction (by
which, through trial, error and success it became
EVERYTHING); all other, not selected, could not have
any chance (by which, through trial, error and
unsuccess, from the aspect of code origin, and conse-
quently life itself, they became NOTHING). Self-
reproduction, in fact, could have indicated only that
genetic code had been established and that it is the code
that provides that reproduction. If there would not be
this generated (not degenerated) genetic code afterwards
or if it would have changed and became different, it
would lose its characteristic of reproduction of already
originated life.

Balance and coherence in the number of particles (the
number of atoms, nucleons isotopes, etc.), according to
our hypothesis, besides other effects, must present an
expression of gravity influence and nuclear forces in the
act of originating of genetic code. On the other hand, the
choice, itself, of only l-amino acids perhaps signifies the
influence of weak nuclear force. [Salam (1990, p. 38a):
‘‘In addition to the two (weak and strong) nuclear
forces, there is of course the electromagnetic force
between the electrically charged protons and electrons
plus the universal force of gravity, making in all the four
fundamental forces of nature’’; p. 37: ‘‘The weak nuclear

force is universal but not as universal as gravityy the
‘weak’ nuclear forcey acts only between left-handed
particles’’; p. 56: ‘‘in nature (in general) only left-handed
amino acids and right-handed sugars are found’’.] All
together, the assumption that during origin of genetic
code electromagnetic forces were not alone (as science
tacitly understands today) but also other three types of
natural forces were involved, makes sense.

7.2. Comments on current theories

The physico-chemical theory, or in Crick’s words
‘‘The Stereochemical theory’’, suggests that the origin of
the genetic code lies in physico-chemical interactions
between codons and amino acids. On the other hand,
‘‘The Frozen Accident Theory y states that the code is
universal because at the present time any change would
be lethal, or at least very strongly selected against. y In
its extreme form, the theory implies that the allocation
of codons to amino acids at this point was entirely a
matter of ‘chance’’’ (Crick, 1968, pp. 369–370).

Derived from these research results, it comes that
both originally established theories on genetic code
origin, stereo-chemical theory and theory of frozen
code, are only conditionally correct. ‘‘Harmonic struc-
ture’’ of genetic code, by itself (Tables 4 and 9) is clear
expression of physical–chemical determinations. How-
ever, with the knowledge of the synergy influence of
previously discussed principles, particularly the principle
of compromise, and principle of coherence with simple
arithmetic structures and regularities, it becomes clear
that physical–chemical influences are limited in dis-
cussed manner (compromise!). On the other hand, the
genetic code is ‘‘frozen’’, but not during the biotic
evolution, but immediately at the very beginning by the
mere act of code originate. Consequently, the first part
of Crick’s statement on unchangeable genetic code, is
absolutely, considering presented results in this paper,
still acceptable while the second one is not. However, if
the principle of ‘‘chance’’ brings into relation the
principle ‘‘All or Nothing’’, then even the second part
of Crick’s statement even today ‘‘holds water’’ in the
sense that it is the matter of pure ‘‘chance’’ if some of
‘‘NOTHING’’-aggregations would gain the character-
istic of self-reproduction by which it would become
‘‘EVERYTHING’’-aggregation. It could happen that
CGC has never been assembled, so there would be no
origination of life on our planet.

If we consider the theory of coevolution (Wong, 1975;
Taylor and Coates, 1989), the agreement with it is more
than evident, but in a broader sense (in the sense of
synergy of all six above said principles), and not only
over biosynthetic aspects. (Wong (1975, p. 1909): ‘‘The
structure of the codon system is primarily an imprint of
the pre-biotic pathways of amino acid formation, which
remain recognizable in the enzymic pathways of amino
acid biosynthesis. Consequently the evolution of the
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genetic code can be elucidated on the basis of precursor
product relationships between amino acids in their
biosynthesis’’.) The word can be only about a ‘‘coevolu-
tion’’ based on the ‘‘coinfluence’’ of more factors.
Namely, we can imagine that nucleotide/amino acids
aggregations, similar to aggregations of Miller’s type
and/or Murcheson–meteorite type could evolve even
separately; separately nucleotide aggregations, and
separately peptide aggregations. But, whenever, they
had to encounter within that future selected ‘‘EVERY-
THING’’-aggregation. The mere success of the ‘‘en-
counter’’, as a condition for evolution, is a confirmation
of coevolution that, in its final result must have all these
subtle relations and correlations that were presented in
the form of results of this research.

Setting the problem in this manner could mean
justification of the hypothesis on independent preceding
existence of one ‘‘RNA World’’ (Gilbert, 1986; Orgel,
1986), in one hand. On the other hand, that is exactly
the place that will remain secret forever. It is, absolutely
certain that ultimately coevolution had been realized,
but we would never be in position to know if
constituents of genetic code originally coevolved to-
gether or they meet later on and continued coevolution
together. (Crick (1966, p. 198): ‘‘Such questions [about
allocations of codon triplets to amino acids] will be
difficult to decide, since the genetic code originated at
least three billion years ago, and it may be impossible to
reconstruct the sequence of events that took place at
such a remote period’’.)
8. Conclusion

The regularities, presented through previous seven
sections provide evidence to support the hypothesis,
given in the title of this paper, that in reality it exists a
specific harmonic structure of genetic code, shown in
Tables 1–6, with coherent functional distinctions, within
itself, and with balanced proportionality of atom and
nucleon number, as well as of molecules mass of AAs at
the same time. On the other hand, the existence of such a
harmonic structure with unity of a determination with
physical–chemical characteristics and atom and nucleon
number at the same time appealed to Aristotle and to his
idea of unity of form and essence.
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